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‘I want to President
beNever
able to
help remember
Never
Williams
reshuffles
forget
Presidential
search
update
and tell theircabinet
stories’

Commencement
speaker
announced

Taylor Swift to return to campus for
the first time since 2008, receive
honorary doctorate of fine arts,
10 days before NYU ceremony.

New major
approved by
faculty, board
After months of negotiation and
discussion, TikTok has been
approved as a full 120-hour major.
Students who choose to major in
TikTok must also choose a minor

Photo illustration by MADISON MEYER

by MADISON MEYER
Mike Williams stands in front of his newlyPhoto
reorganized
filing cabinets. Williams announced the change
within
the
College
of Bibleprofessor
to President
Dr. Jack
Shock,
distinguished
of
communication,
and
Dr.
Ginger
Blackstone,
associate
professor of
at a press conference on Tuesday.
communication, share their firsthand experiences in media from Sept. 11, 2001, with honors communication
“counteract
the negative societal
Photos by MADISON MEYER
students. Students and faculty visited the 9/11 memorial in Downtown Manhattan on Thursday, Sept. 9.

Williams
adds four new members to his executive
cabinet, in
Junior Emily Stinnett was a student on
“My job was to bring the story out,” Blackstone worked as a producer for CNN
EVERETT
KIRKMAN
Charles Ganus,
head
of the Harding presidential
president
the board
Lindy aIngram,
member of
the tripand
and created
video documentary
of
Atlanta in
Septemberof2001.
She andof
hertrustees;
Shock said.search committee; Dr. RobertinWalker,
line with
initiatives
editor-in-chief
the board of trustees, leave the American Heritage
building
Sept. 10.
it. A shorter version of her work, specifically
team havepresidential
since received an Emmy Award
Even national
newsoncorrespondents
influences that will surely follow.”

Eleven honors communication students
EVERETT KIRKMAN
and five communication department faculty
editor-in-chief
members traveled to New York City from
Sept.
8-12 Charles
to observe
the 20th
Alumnus
Ganus,
boardanniversary
member
of
the
Sept.
11,
2001,
terrorist
attacks
and chairman of the presidential
searchon
the
World
Trade
Center
in
New
York
committee, said while the process is ongoing,
City.
Each
student
on
the
trip
fulfilled
the presidential search committee’s rolean
contract
on ahe
topic
9/11,
is honors
now over.
He said
andrelated
other to
board
the
events
surrounding
it
and
the
effects
members were grateful for the time and
worldwide.
Infelt
what
members
effort
everycommunity
committee member
put into
The group visited the Sept. 11 Memorial
narrowing the search for the University’s
and considered
Museum at ground
on Thursday,
first
anzero
early
April
next president.
Sept. 9. While there, Dr. Jack Shock,
On Oct.
30,prank,
2020, thethe
retirement
of ‘o’
Dr.
Fools’
Day
second
distinguished
professor of communication,
Bruce McLarty as University president was
interviewed
by
multiple news
outlets
inwas
Nooma
changed
to an
‘r’
announced
towas
the Harding
community
via
about his experiences at ground zero in the
an email from Board of Trustees Chairman
early
morning.
Ms. Shock
Norma
weeksthis
following
the attacks.
was
Dr. Robert Walker on behalf of the entire
called to New York by a former student,
board.
Feb. 10, Walkerat
announced
the
isDarren
theOn
lead
this officer
time.
Irby, suspect
national marketing
of
formation of a presidential search committee
the American Red Cross, to assist with Red
in a campus-wide email. The committee
Cross media relations.
included seven board members, three Harding
Seated in the same spot in the New York
faculty
members
and three
Marriott
Marquis
whereHarding
he met alumni.
with the
Upon
the
announcement
of in
theSeptember
search
rest of his team each morning
committee,
Walker
also
announced
2001, Shock told the students of histhe
two
appointment
of anzero
executive
search
weeks at ground
with the
Red firm,
Cross.
CarterBaldwin, to aid the search for a new

Ms. Norma
renames
Nooma ‘Norma’
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from outlets
like NBC,
ABC and
University
president.
This marked
theCNN
first
had
restricted
access
at
ground
zero,
time an outside
executive
search firm
wasas
EVERETT
KIRKMAN
the National
Guard patrolled
what
was an
hired
by the University
for
this
process.
new to Searcy
ongoing
investigation.
would
often
“We are
conductingJournalists
a nationwide
search
speak
to
Shock
as
a
liason,
who
would
then
for a president that will lead Harding
Incoming
President
Mike
Williams
enter
the
Red
Cross
area
to
find
someone
University in its vision as a Christ-centered
announced
a major
reshuffle
his
willing toofshare
their
story.
institution
higher
education,”
Walkerofsaid
“At
that
moment,
that
firefighter
became
cabinet
on
Tuesday.
After
switching
in February. “We are searching for a mature
my filing
client,”
Shock
said.
wasalphabetical
up
to isme
his
technique
rom
member
of the
church
off“It
Christ
who
ledto
ensureto
he the
had Dewey
a safe experience
that
did
order
decimal
system,
by the word of God and the Holy Spirit,
not exploitalso
him,announced
that did not the
put addition
him in a
Williams
committed to the spread of the gospel of
zone
thatnew
would
be unhealthy
forexecutive
him, and
of
four
members
to his
Christ
and focused
on strengthening
the
also to accompany
him
towhile
and through
cabinet.
Williams
said
all
fourthe
University in its pursuit of excellence
inof
interview.”
the
positions
are
now
officially
created,
higher education.”
Shock
described
the
many
interviews
allTwo
but weeks
one
remain
open.
Applications
after this
announcement,
that
he
took
part
in,
where
he
stood
directly
can be found
on Handshake.
Harding
constituents
received an email
behind
the
camera
and
the
interviewer,
as
the lineup,
and committee,
most in line
fromFirst
the in
presidential
search
a
presence
of
familiarity.
with the heart
mission,
requesting
input of
for Williams’s
future presidential
“I could stop the interview if I saw him
is the
position
of V
ice President
candidates.
The survey
included
questionsof
in distress, and I made that clear with the
regarding characteristics and qualities
reporter,” Shock said. “The number one
students, alumni, faculty and staff considered
issue here is the safety and wellbeing of
most
important
for a president
and time.
what “
the subject,
especially
at this brutal
challenges
the
president
should
be
prepared
Dr. Ginger Blackstone, associate professor
toofaddress.
communication, was beside Shock in
In seating
the meantime,
Ganus said
feltstudents.
blessed
the
area, sharing
withhethe
by Dr. David Burks’ interim presidency.

for“ There’s
their reporting
work over
the course
of Solomon,
focused on
theofreflection
of students,
chair
the Lipscomb
Board of
a number
of good
things
Aquatic
Affairs.the
This
individual
will waswater
bottle
supplyon
onFriday,
the Harding
plane.
shown
in
chapel
10.
the
weeks
following
attacks,
as
America
the time
happening here at Harding right now,” Trustees, said in a statement at Sept.
oversee
the the
transition
of
both and
thethe
Lily Her project
T h e t hdocumented
i rd i n s t a l lthe
m evisit
nt W
i lthe
liams
to
learned
about
terrorists’
motives
Ganus said. “I’m looking forward to the of the announcement.
Pond
and Benson
fountains
announced
Tuesday
was to
the position
as well
visits
Paul’s of
U.S.
government’s
response
in mission
real into
time.offull memorial,
York College,
a as
school
also St.
affiliated
new
president
continuing
the
time
swimming
pools.
The2001,
newly
named
ViceTrinity
President
of Tickling
the Ivories.
chapel,
Church
and
the
Engine
54,
For
Blackstone,
Sept.
11,
was
her
Harding — continuing for it to be the with the Churches of Christ, announced
Lily
Pool
will
be
reserved
full-time
for
This
individual
will
be
responsible
for
Ladder
4,
Battalion
9
firehouse
on
8th
Ave.
day
off.
Unaware
of
the
initial
plane
crash,
special place it has been. I look forward the appointment of a new president on June
female
swim
time
only.
Swimmers
of
enforcing
the
no
play
rule
of
the
David
in
Midtown
Manhattan.
Fifteen
firefighters
when
the
second
plane
hit
the
second
tower,
12, 2020. Dr. Samuel A. Smith, an alumnus
to the next president building on that.”
from
Engine
Co.served
54 went
to thelobby
World
her
two
cell
phones,also
landline
andbe
BlackBerry
the
new
Benson
pool
will
limited
B. Burks
American
Heritage
piano
the
college,
has
as president
since
Other
colleges
affiliated
with
the to of
Trade
Center
on
Sept.
11,
2001,
and
none
all
began
to
ring
at
the
same
time.
After
male
students
and
community
members.
until
after
the
devotional
period
is
Churches of Christ have recently gone July 6, 2020, after spending nearly 20 yearsover
— the most
men lost from
a single
learning
of the pool
events,
shebe
was
advised to returned
The Benson
will
heated.
approximate
35 minutes
in aduring
varietythe
of roles
at Lipscomb.
Smith’s of
through
presidential
transitions.
company
that day. The firefighters
stayAs
home
and
restjob
updescription,
for the work
that engine
listed
in
the
interested
chapel
each
morning.
On Aug. 5, Lipscomb University in inauguration will take place today.
shared
their personal
stories with the
would
ensue in
days and
weeks to come.
individuals
should
be announced
“passionate
about there
In
addition,
W illiams
“Smith
has proven
himselfannounced
to be a
Nashville,
Tennessee,
the
and faculty
and
shared
memories
“All of the and
Turner
networks,
all of to students
watersports
ethically
opposed
the
position
of
Vice
President
of the
spirit,”
appointment of the university ’s 18th thoughtful listener with a visionary
colleaguesAssociation.
that had been This
lost. position is
them
— bathing.”
even like TNT, TBS — they were of Student
mixed
president — Dr. Candice McQueen, former Dr. R. Wayne White, chairman of the York
Stinnett said
one by
of the
most memorable
all simulcasting
including
CNN
Another
newCNN,
hire asof
part
of Williams’s
currently
held
Hannah
Hackworth,
Board
of Trustees,
said.
“After
Tennessee
commissioner
education
and College
moments
of
the
trip
to
her
was
reading
International,”
Blackstone
said.
“The
thinking
announcement
will
be
the
Vice
President
of
who
will
remain
at
her
post
untilit the
former dean of the university’s department interviewing several great candidates,
names of
theelects
2,977 her
people
that died for
was,
there’s no Transportation
point in us clamoring
over thestudent
Aeronautical
and
Leisure.
body
replacement
of education. McQueen was the first female was apparent that Smith’s experiences in
9/11, seeing their
facesyear.
in photos and
resources
right now, we
justbeneed
to centralizefor onthe
This individual
will
responsible
school
education were
the best match for
president
hired in the
Church
of Christ higher upcoming
learning more about their individual lives.
the message.”
refilling
and maintaining
school’s
130-year
history. the cashew and the challenges and opportunities ahead.”
“I think it’s easy to define those people
Blackstone said the channel stopped
Candidates for the role of Harding president
“I am confident that her vision, deep
running commercial breaks for two full weeks. by their death,” Stinnett said. “I mean it
expertise, passion for faith-based education will interview with the University board
“You just had to go on feeling,” Blackstone was a huge event, and it was a huge attack
willfor
then
votefull
onstories
finalists.
and
forwas
Lipscomb
willfor
lead
usNothing
boldly of
—trustees,
but theywho
deserve
their
to
said.love
“There
no rulebook
this.
The
board
has
not
publicly
announced
into
a
new
season
of
greatness,
exemplified
like this had ever happened. Like, when is be remembered and told. I want to be ablea
on remember
which theyand
expect
to announce
by
and immersion
in date
to help
tell their
stories.” a
it excellence,
okay to rundiversity
a commercial
again? When
decision
regarding
the
new
hiring.
our
community
as
together
we
work
to
is it appropriate?”
transform the lives of our students,” David

Spring Sing canceled in observance of
Preparation for
Easter holiday
men’s health
week
begins respond to
Students
Possible vaccine mandates to affect private companies,
Supreme Court’s ruling on
universities
Texas abortion ban
In response to negative campus
responses to women’s health week

last school year, the University
GABRIEL HUFF

Brands Association wrote a letter to the

will host a asst.
week
informational president
copyofeditor
problemsrequesting
instead of clarification,
attacking the asking
woman
GABRIEL HUFF
questions
suchinas,
“Mustsituation,
an employee
who’s
already
a
tough
I think
asst.chapel
copy editor
sessions
and
speakers
I n a n e f f o r t t o c u r b COV I D - 1 9 be fully vaccinated to work?” and “What
we wouldn’t have to ban abortions to make

numbers,
President
Joe health
Biden
said
the consequences
In a 5-4
vote,men’s
the Supreme
Court
ofon
the are
abortions
a rare thing.”of falsifying one’s
focused
on
and

Sept.
9 that
is requesting
U.S.
or testing
status and does
the
United
Stateshedeclined
to block the
Texas’
new vaccination
Freshman
Skyler Marcellus,
secretary

wellness.
Onon
there will
Depar
tment
ofThursday,
Labor
all responsibility
restfor
with
the
individual
abortion
law
Sept.
1. to require
for HU Students
Life,
said
he agreed
companies
with
more
than
100
employees
or
employer?”
The
Texas
law,
coined
the
Texas
Heartbeat
with
the
Texas
law
because
it
aligns with
be split-chapel. In women’s chapel,
toAct,
mandate
COVID-19
vaccinations
or
seeks to
prevent abortions
when a fetal

L ori
Klein,values.
assistant
professor
of
his
Christian
Furthermore,
he said

weekly
testing.
political
said Harding
the
program
will be
centered
onin history
heartbeat
or cardiac
activity
is detected
the lawand
holds
peoplescience,
more accountable
for
would
also be
subject to these
The
mandate
affectbegins
80 million
the
womb,
whichwill
typically
around University
their actions
and saves
lives.

allyship
if that
theywebecome
effective
—
em
l o y—
e einto
show
, wpregnancy.
h idating
c h i s More
aand
l m omarried
s t t w o - mandates
sixp weeks
specifically,
“I believe
need to fix
the systems
since
it
has
more
than
100
employees
—
thirds
of
the
private
sector
workforce,
the
act
permitted
individuals
to
sue
anyone
that
the
government
is
trying
to
fix
with
women can best support their
who performs
or assists
abortions.
The of
law
according
to AP
News.
The task
significant
experiencing
male
allows citizens
to produce
lawsuits
issuing
theother
mandates
will
fallinstead
uponof
necessitating
public officialsand
to enforce
the
the
Occupational
Health
pattern
baldness.Safety
The men can
will
be
law. If plaintiffs win
a case, they
obtain
Administration
(OSHA),
a regulatory
a minimum
oflabor
$10,000
in damages
along
agency
of thethe
Biden
screening
filmdepartment.
“Braveheart.”
with
attorneys’
fees.
also said he would sign an executive
Governor
Abbott
signed
orderTexas
to mandate
all Greg
federal
employees
into law inexempting
May, allowing
it to
take
tothe
getact
vaccinated,
them
from
effect Sept.
1. Some
have criticized
the new
weekly
testing
options.
Furthermore,
law, sayingOct.
six weeks
is not enoughwill
timebe
for
beginning
1, immigrants
someonetotoreceive
seek an vaccinations
abortion. Thereasare
also
required
well
regarding the
medical accuracy
tocontroversies
become permanent
residents.
ofThe
a term
used in the bill:
fetal heartbeat.
announcements
supplement
the
Someadministration’s
professionals havesix-prong
said a heartplan
does
Biden
not
form
around
six
weeks
into
pregnancy.
to reduce the spread of the coronavirus
Julia
Carrell
said
disappointed
Reports
certain
shaven
faculty
and Senior
keep of
the
countr
y she
onwas
track.
The
with
the
Texas
Heartbeat
Act.
plan listed eff or ts to vaccinate the
and
staff the
members
athe
“Ideally,
governmentplanning
should attack
unvaccinated,
administer
booster
shots,
roots
of
the issue,”
said.testing,
“Lots ofassist
people
keep
schools
open,
increase
brawl
have
putCarrell
administrators
in
searching
for
abortion
is
a
symptom
of
larger
with economic recover y and improve
issues
access
to childcare
being
acare
panic
topoverty,
find replacement
staff.
forlike
COVID-19
patients.
The
full
limited …
Itthe
could
be that
the
woman can’t
summary
of
plan
can
be
viewed
on
“There
is only
enough
room
on
afford
another
child
[or] it could
be that
the
the
White
House
website.
woman
doesn’t
haveone
emotional
support.
There
this
campus
for
bald
man,”
an
Many
questions
arose
after
Biden’s
are so many factors
go into deciding
announcement
as thethat
administration
didto
anonymous
faculty
member
said.
take
care
of
a
child.
And
if
we
attack
those
not release a detailed course of action.

Bald men battle
in Bald Knob

According
to CNBC,
the
Consumer
Bison
staff members
are
investigating

the rumors — full story next week.

abortion,”
Marcellus
said. “So
I believe
unless
it applies
for religious
exemption.
we need to
in and
wean
need
to fix the
However,
shegosaid
such
exemption
foster
system.because,
I believe as
wefar
need
go
may
becare
difficult
as to
she
and we
need
to fix all
that
isinaware,
the
Church
of these
Christsystems
does not
the agovernment
is like,
‘If youvaccinations
just have an
have
precedent of
rejecting
abortion,
this
other
stuff
will
be
taken
care
as a group, though individuals can
apply
of ’exemptions.
because they are not trying to fix those
for
systems;
they’re
just trying
to get
rid of
the
“You have
to have
a basis,”
Klein
said.
problem
systems.”
“You
can’tthat’s
just overloading
say, ‘I objectthose
religiously.’
You have to be able to say why. We don’t
have, sort of, a history in the Churches
of Christ SARA
sayingMCCLARAN
we don’t do that.”
Klein also
said
mandate would
recentlythe
engaged
not apply to students.
“Harding
The students
are not
by
University
hascovered
committed
that
provision,”Easter
Kleinafter
said.a“They
are
to celebrating
unanimous
more
likelyby
to Spring
be affected
by directors
testing andto
decision
Sing
vaccine
requirements
for first
largetime
venues
drop their
shows for the
since
—
football,
etc.”
1974.
This basketball,
decision has
relieved many
said states and
companies
ofKlein
the professors
andprivate
staff on
campus.
may“Students
file lawsuits
and the
government
have been
exhausted
in class,”
will
enforcing
Biden’sof
Dr. face
Mac challenges
Sandlin, assistant
professor
executive
since
OSHA,
Bible and order
ministry,
said.
“Somewhich
will be
serves
as
the
primary
enforcer,
unhappy that it was canceledhas
so only
close
800
enforcement time,
officers
for
the entire
to performance
but
I
think
in
the
Graphic by COOPER TURMAN
country.
mandates
end theyCOVID-19
will appreciate
the would
chance
have
been easier
enforce
were
to breathe
for to
once
and iftothey
celebrate
something as important as our savior’s
death and resurrection.”
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Flowers are propped up beneath an American flag at the Engine 54, Ladder
4, Battalion 9 firehouse on 8th Ave., in Midtown Manhattan commemorating
the firefighters who died on Sept. 11. This firehouse lost the most firefighters
on 9/11.

Photo by MADISON MEYER

Second year pharmacy student Claudia Sifford administers COVID-19
vaccination shots at the vaccine clinic held in the Liberty Room on Aug. 27.

Graphic by COOPER TURMAN

delivered
by lawSpring
rather than
anthe
executive
“Very important,”
Kelley
said. “Because
W ithout
Sing,
11,000 choosing
to join the
celebration.
By doing
order,
Klein
know
that
a lot of folks
have
people
thatsaid.
normally visit campus will weso,
we are
postponing
2022 who
Spring
Sing.”
systems
don’t respond
A Centers
for Disease
and immune
remain
at home,
allowingControl
the janitorial
Junior
Wyattthat
Bennett,
a SpringasSing
didfor
not
develop
of ansaid
Prevention
Sept.as22well.
to robustly
staff time committee
to celebratemet
Easter,
director
men’s
socialenough
club TNT,
it looks
likewas
from
the
discuss
who should
be weekend
eligible for
“I haven’t
had the
off afor immune
he wasresponse;
happy Spring
Sing
canceled
COVID-19
booster
dose
of the Pfizerwith the
thirdallbooster
thatdirectors
they
Easter in seven
years,”
Aramark
employee data
because
he and
the other
BioNTech
vaccine.
A U.S.
and Drug
So it
’s just taking
a little
bit more
Matt Mason
said.
“It’sFood
always,
‘Spring are.were
overworked.
The
directors
declined
Administration
panel
voted
Sept.
17
to
to
get
them
there.”
Sing this. Spring Sing that.’ There’s to state who came up with the idea.
approve
Pfizer time
booster
to those
hardlythe
enough
to shots
eat, much
less
“I’ve had three all-nighters in a row,
65take
or older
and
who
are
at
high
risk of
a minute to relax.”
and I’m still behind,” Bennett said. “We
severe
but declined
to approvethe don’t even have our song lyrics finalized.
In illness
a statement
released yesterday,
the
shots
for
other
people
in
the U.S.
University said the board agreed
with Half of the backing track is just people
Assistant
professor
of
nursing
Karen
the decision, saying it was time Harding
mumbling.”Photo by MADISON MEYER
Junior said
Emilythe
Stinnett
tries
on is
a firefighter’s
gear at the Engine 54, Ladder 4,
Kelley
booster
shot
ver
y
observed the Easter holiday properly.
Students are encouraged to attend the
Battalion
9for
firehouse
on 8th
Ave. in Midtown Manhattan.
impor
tant
those
with
immuno“People all across the country spend first annual Easter Celebration hosted on
compromising
the weekend ofconditions.
April 17 celebrating Jesus campus, held in the Benson Auditorium
and what he did for us,” the statement on Sunday, April 17, at 9 a.m.
said. “And after 48 years, Harding is
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Noah’s ark roars to life

Photo illustration by BALAZS BALASSA and JULIANNE BAKER

The ark rests on the Reynolds lawn, and instructor of communications, Noah Darnell is not accepting passengers. The flood is expected to hit this summer.
ERIC JOHNSON
the form of a summer flood. The revelation Darnell was told to expect the Heber dam understandable one: Why me?
pres. young republicans
foretold that a heavy rainfall would cause the to break on July 19, 2022, which happens
“ W hy was I chosen to receive this
Heber
Springs
dam
to
break,
which
would
vision?”
Darnell said. “I mean, there’s actual
to
be
the
three-year
anniversary
of
former
Instructor of communication Noah Darnell
create
a
flood
that
would
find
its
way
to
Bible
professors
here who probably have
president
Bruce
McLarty’s
email
to
students
is creating a big splash with his launch of a
Harding’s
Searcy
campus
in
a
matter
of
hours.
Genesis
memorized.
I’m just an instructor
announcing
the
dress
code
policy
change.
large-scale ark construction project. With
of
communication.”
Darnell
was
not
left
without
reason
for
At
the
beginning
of
the
month,
Darnell
plans to begin the week after graduation,
Darnell went to a close friend with these
Darnell said he will be building an ark in the impending flood. Apparently, Harding’s went to Dean of Students Zach Neal and
questions,
who quickly reminded Darnell of
decision
to
allow
students
to
wear
shorts
in
President
David
Burks
with
this
information.
anticipation of a massive flood he expects to
his
first
name.
classes
and
chapel
was
not
received
favorably
Since
then,
both
have
issued
statements
hit Central Arkansas this summer.
An avid-recycler, Darnell has stated
This all began last week, when Darnell in the heavens. The exposure of bare student seeking to raise Harding’s awareness and
that
the ark will be made entirely from the
adherence
to
the
dress
code.
Time
will
tell
kneecaps
has
created
a
wave
of
sinful
claimed he received a revelation from God.
leftover
wood from the plexiglass covers that
whether
these
last-ditch
efforts
will
have
an
In the revelation, Darnell said he was told temptation, according to the revelation, and
Harding
installed during the early stages of
effect
on
the
upcoming
judgment.
that the Harding community had fallen out it has been decided that the only way to get
the
COVID-19
pandemic.
Upon
first
receiving
this
revelation,
of favor with the Lord, and a divine wrath Harding to reverse its policy was through a
had been determined to strike Harding in divine sign. To make the point even clearer, Darnell’s first question was a simple and

Tu Taco returns in sickening decison

Photo by BALAZS BALASSA

Signs announcing Tu Taco’s return displayed on Shake Shack caused widespread disappointment March 28. No
offical opening date has been set, but Chartwells said Tu Taco is expected to open within the next week.
bring Tu Taco back,” Chartwells spokesperson students more conveniently.”
GABRIEL HUFF
applied to Tu Taco
Mindy Wallace said. “And not to worry, it
One of the reasons Tu Taco is returning to
will not be taking the place of Shake Shack.” campus is because of Spring Sing. Chartwells
CAROLINE BIRDWELL
Because Tacker’s Shake Shack is located recognized the popularity of Tacker’s Shake
my office hours are 2-4 p.m.
in the area where Tu Taco used to be located, Shack and worried they would sell out with
Harding’s food provider, Chartwells, Chartwells had to reenvision where Tu Taco the influx of visitors. Tu Taco being available
will guarantee that all guests can experience
announced March 30 that Tu Taco will be would go.
“We
brainstormed
possible
locations,”
the food Harding has to offer, Wallace said.
returning to the Student Center in time for
Wallace
said.
“Ultimately,
we
decided
to
Sophomore Emily Hartsberg, a worker
Spring Sing.
revamp
the
Sally
salad
vending
machine
at
Shake
Shack, said it is not uncommon
“Though Tu Taco can never replace Taco
so
it
can
distribute
tacos
and
nachos
to
the
for
the
cooks
to run out of supplies during
Bell, Chartwells has made the decision to

a rush, so having the backup of Tu Taco will
help keep guests happy and full.
“We love that we have that problem of
running out of food,” Hartsberg said. “It
means people are liking what we are giving.
That being said, Harding needed to bring in
some reinforcements because of Spring Sing.”
Officials said Tu Taco was the only food
service available to make the transition under
such a short notice. Chartwells employees
started preparing the vending machine last
week. Wallace said they are hoping to have
the machine ready within the next week, so
students can enjoy the variety of options Tu
Taco has to offer.
In the short amount of time that students
have known about the reemergence of Tu
Taco, there has been an uproar in feedback.
Some are in favor of the Tu Taco vending
machine, and some find the idea of it repulsive.
“Tu Taco wasn’t good,” junior Parker
Schmidt said. “But I guess it can’t get worse.
Who knows, maybe the fact that I would
be getting a taco from a vending machine
would justify the horrible quality of food.”
Several members of the Harding University
Healthy Eating Active Living are worried
about how the food will stay fresh in the
vending machine.
“Tu Taco upset people’s stomachs when
the food was cooked in a kitchen,” senior
Lindsey Johnson said. “I feel like it will be
even more likely now.”
The Student Association (SA) started a
petition in protest to the Tu Taco vending
machine.
“We are disappointed with this plan, and
we will do everything we can to overturn this
decision,” SA senior representative Matthew
Meadows said.

Copy editors go on strike for doing their job

TIANE DAVIS
cross-country dropout

“I quit!” yelled Mr. Gabriel Grant Huff,
who is the Assistant Copyeditor for the Bison.
The Bison Head Copyeditor, Miss Caroline
Birdwell, explained that every week she always
ends up having to do more than what her job
descriptoin originally spelled out.
Birdwell: “Being a copyeditor means I
have to work around everyone else’s schedules
and procrastinatoins. Now, that’s not always
too bad, but on the weekly occasoin when
someone turns in a half written story, it
becomes exhausting.”
On the first of April, 2022, the Bison
Newspapers’ copyediting staff announced they
would be going on strike until their working
conditoins improve, affective immediately.
The 3 workers held picket signs outside
the Student Publicatoins office with the
catchphrase “Do Better”
Assistant Copyeditor Mr. Gabriel Grant
Huff refused to comment on the situatoin. “I

am going on strike, don’t publish anything
I say,” said Gabriel when I asked him to
come back.
“Off the record, I hate it when writers use
the word ‘that’ too much in their stories.”
Gabriel said. He said that writers don’t
understand that he has to put in all the work
that is necessary to getting the Bison printed.
Birdwell complained that the same errors
always appear every week, no matter how
many times she corrects them.
“Everyone knows it’s supposed to be
‘Claxton’ instead of ‘Clatxon,’” said Birwdell.
“You should see the amount of mistakes that
are in stories when we first get them. It’s a
thankless job.”
Editorial Assistant Miss Cianna Jay
explained that she puts in so much work
every week but rarely feels rewarded for it.
“After all the long hours we spend editing,
what do we get in return? Oxford commas,”
said Jay. “Dozens of them. The disrespect.”
In conclusoin, the copyeditors for the Bison
Newspaper are tired, annoyed, and frustrated.

Photo by MADISON MEYER

Junior Gabirel Huff and senior Caroline Birdwell strike outside of student
publications office March 28. Birdwell, Huff, and Jay said they won’t return
until studnets recieve more training
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State of
the SA
Ethan Brazell

SA President

Tradition
never
graduates

T

his year I set out to do a lot of
things, and by George, I think I
have just about accomplished them all. The
Student Association (SA) committees were
fully restructured: SA got more involved
in daily chapel service; more campus-wide
service opportunities were made available;
we held weekly events in the student center;
there were regular school-wide events; I
stayed committed to involvement across
campus; and I was a point of contact for
student-faculty and student-administration
communication in this unprecedented time
of returning back to normalcy.
But, now that all petitions and intents to
file have been turned in and campaigns are
about to begin, I’m already feeling nostalgic
of my presidency. I believe in the work I’ve
done this year, and I want to be sure that
the projects I’ve started will be able to be
finished and finished well.

So, to avoid losing any of the
progress I’ve made this year,
and to avoid any negative
feelings that inevitably come
with major life changes, I
have made the executive
decision to transition from
SA President into the role of
SA President Emeritus.

What’s your opinion?
No one cares.

– Ethan Brazell,
SA president

Faculty Fiends

April’s Fools

April Fatula

Communication

I

f you came to this column expecting
April Fools’ Day ideas for pranks,
I’m afraid you’re going to be disappointed.
Here’s a brief overview of attempts in
recent years that made national headlines:
A Velveeta skincare line. Cauliflowerflavored Peeps. A Volkswagen rebrand as
Voltswagen. A left-handed Whopper. Tom
Brady bringing back the Montreal Expos.
To quote my 11-year-old: “Lame.”
This year, I’m reclaiming April Fools’ Day.
My kids’ elementary school teachers
have better April Fools’ Day jokes than
those previously cited. They promise to
share “brownies” with the class. On that
day, they hand out the letter “e” die cut on
brown construction paper. Get it? Brown
“Es”? The teachers present them to a bunch
of 8-year-olds who have looked forward
to gooey chocolate treats all week. Those
kids are devastated. Now that’s clever.
(OK, so I did offer one idea.)
In my Public Relations Tactics course, I
warn about the dangers of pseudo-events.

staffEverett Kirkman

new to Searcy
Sara McClaran
recently engaged
Ben Lane
amateur kayaker
Tiane Davis
cross-country dropout

By definition, a pseudo-event is a controlled
and planned event that seeks to use PR to
gain favorable media coverage and public
attention. The planners use the media to
obtain a specific goal. I’m finished being
used for such foolery, and I’m tired of
my name being degraded along with it
every first day of April. Instead, I want
you to know about some Aprils who are
nobody’s fools.

It’s time to reclaim April from
the rest of the fools.
– April Fatula,
sneakerhead

Maybe you’ve heard of April O’Neil, the
news reporter and friend to the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles. How about April
Ludgate, the intern from NBC’s “Parks
and Recreation”?

Sophie Rossitto
keeps print media alive
Eric Johnson
pres. young republicans
Maggie Samples
freshman
Caroline Birdwell
my office hours are 2-4 p.m.

April was responsible for uploading
the staff bios onto the Pawnee Parks
and Recreation website, and she made a
fictional bio for herself that read as follows:
“April Ludgate-Dwyer was born in
Björk’s house in Iceland and grew up on
Easter Island, where her parents were giant
stone heads. She has the ability to fire
beams of tacos out of her hands and she
can turn her legs into tigers. On Sundays,
April enjoys reading ‘Family Circus’ and
traveling through time. Her favorite color
is greenish-transparent, and her favorite
movie is the one you just watched. April
is in charge of uploading the staff bios
to the website, and no one has checked
over her work.”
It’s time to reclaim April f rom the
rest of the fools.
APRIL FATULA is a sneakerhead
for The Bull. She may be
contacted at afatula@harding.edu.
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theater dept. plant.
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amateur photographer
Julianne Baker
do you know who my dad is?

So, to avoid losing any of the progress I’ve
made this year, and to avoid any negative
feelings that inevitably come with major
life changes, I have made the executive
decision to transition from SA President
into the role of SA President Emeritus.
I’ve been informed that president emeritus
is an honorary title, but I also understand
that it is a permanent one. I intend to see
that to fruition.
This decision follows months of fervent
prayer and consideration of what my next
steps should be in my presidential career.
Amongst other responsibilities, I will
continue to oversee chapel announcements,
I will continue in a hospitality role in regard
to SA parties in the student center, and I
will of course assist with the transition of
the incoming SA and University presidents.
In fact, I plan to graciously share my office
with the incoming SA president for the
entirety of their tenure. (After painstakingly
painting the office myself, I’m not fully
giving that sucker up.)
In discussion with Dr. Burks and the
board, it has been decided that I may be
called upon in the future to offer counsel,
historical perspective, and other service to
the institution’s board, leadership, and/or
community as requested and agreed upon
mutually, as is typical for presidents emeriti.
Editor’s Note: This op-ed has been written
on behalf of Student Association President
Ethan Brazell by his former vice presidential
nominee, who did not accept her candidacy.
IYKYK. The president is a very busy man.
ETHAN BRAZELL is a guest
writer for The Bull. He may be
contacted at ebrazell@harding.edu.
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Sara McClaran

Recently Engaged
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rdinghay universityyay eedsnay otay
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opportunitiesyay .
Erethay areyay osay anymay anguageslay
inyay isthay orldway, andyay osay anymay
eoplepay oday otnay ealizeray owhay uchmay
ityay oadensbray ouryay orldway otay owknay
oremay anthay oneyay anguagelay. Isthay
— Igpay Atinlay — isyay oneyay ofyay
ethay implestsay ofyay ethay anguageslay .
inyay actfay, ityay isyay oremay ofyay ayay
ialectday oryay odecay anthay ayay ealray
anguagelay. Atherray ikelay orsemay odecay,
ichwhay ouldcay alsoyay ebay aughttay
onyay ampuscay.
Iyay ouldcay itewray isthay inyay Ando’amay,
orfay exampleyay, andyay anslatetray atthay
intoyay igpay atinlay. ion’suvaritay inay?
obablypray otnay. Oryay evenyay ayay
ongerlay asephray inyay Ackblay Eechspay:
ashyay azgnay urbatulukday, ashyay azgnay
imbatulgay. Avehay ouyay eardhay ofyay
ethay ouplecay owhay etmay atyay omiccayconcay? oneyay ewknay Ortuguesepay
andyay ethay otheryay Enchfray. Orfay
ethay irstfay ewfay onthsmay ofyay eirthay
elationshipray eythay okespay exclusivelyyay
inyay Ingonklay. Andyay osethay areyay
ustjay ictionalfay anguageslay .
Ardinghay offersyay otnay evenyay oneyay
oursecay oryay ubclay inyay ethay oolestcay
ictionalfay anguageslay outyay erethay,
utbay omparedcay otay ethay umbernay
ofyay orldway anguageslay, osethay areyay
ustjay ayay opdray inyay ethay ucketbay.
erehay ouyay ancay aketay asicallybay
otway anguageslay : Enchf ray andyay
Anishspay. Eirthay oursecay escriptionsday
entionmay ayay Ussianray assclay, ybay
emandday onlyyay, onay imay ayemznay
etoyay enyay oizoydetpray. Andyay etyay
esethay anguageslay ancay elphay ouyay
onnectcay ithway eoplepay allyay overyay
ethay orldway.
Eway ouldcay easilyyay avehay ayay assclay
oryay ubclay orfay earninglay Andarinmay
oryay anyyay otheryay Asianyay ialectday,
oryay evenyay Aelicgay oryay Agalogtay.
Avinghay omesay experienceyay inyay ayay
anguagelay isyay ayay ugehay oostbay inyay
onfidencecay enwhay isitingvay anotheryay
ountrycay. Andyay enwhay ouyay ogay otay
uchsay ayay ountrycay, ityay isyay amazingyay
ethay onnectionscay ouyay ancay akemay
ustjay ybay owingshay anyay interestyay
inyay ethay ativenay anguagelay. Inyay isthay
everyay onnectingcay orldway ityay isyay
importantyay orfay everyoneyay otay avehay
omesay experienceyay onnectingcay ithway
othersyay acrossyay ethay obeglay, andyay
earninglay ayay ewnay anguagelay isyay ayay
ugehay enefitbay otay atthay. Ardinghay,
asyay ayay aceplay ofyay earninglay, ouldshay
orkway otay oadenbray isthay aspectyay
ofyay eitheryay eirthay urriculumcay oryay
eirthay extrayay-curricularyay offeringsyay.
SARA MCCLARAN is recently
engaged. She may be contacted at
smcclaran@harding.edu.

An Ode to Ice Cream
Where have you gone?
Dear victim of COVID, who once
had a place in the Caf
At one time you made me wait in a
line so long
But now it’s time to write your
epitaph
Vanilla, chocolate and strawberry,
too
Two scoops or three, you were
mine to choose
Delicious delights underclassman
don’t know
So let’s throwback like Cardi
And present it with a bow
~ disheartened Harding student

Good Boy

O

The goodest boy

Guest Writer

n all levels except physical, I am
human, woof. My humans do not
treat me as such, but this is not a cause for
resentment. I am Good Boy Barker, dog of
dogs, terrorizer of squirrels and ruler of my
household whether my humans are aware
or not. My worth is not dependent on their
perception of me as a gentle, lovely little hot
dog who loves belly scratches and biscuits.
Alas, though, I desire to be human.
Humanity, with its opposable thumbs, takes
for granite their ability to grab any object
they desire, their ability to climb and reach
the highest countertops, woof woof, which
causes me great affliction.

“Bone apple tea,” they say to each other
as they grill chicken and saute broccoli. The
smells make me excited and release something
deep inside my bones the doctors called the
“zoomies,” and my humans began to calm
my zooms by giving me a treat while they
eat dinner, but that only partially calms me,
woof woof howl. Because I am a good boy,
though, I take my treat and eat it despite the
forbidden smells that roam off their plates.
Finally, I come to the reason I am writing
to The Bull, who I hope is in green pastures
— SQUIRREL! I almost got him that time.
He taunts me everyday with his bushy tail
he frolics in front of my window; one day I

will be outside, waiting for him as he teases
me on the windowsill, and he will know
my name, Good Boy Barker, terrorizer of
squirrels, who is not so easily distracted by
— ding dong — ruff ruff woof woof woof
ruff ruff woof…

GOOD BOY is a guest writer for The Bull.
He may be contacted in his backyard.

A day in the life

L

ast week I was stopping at Starbucks
during a morning walk when I got
a text from my wife. She wanted me to
pick up some arugula and Kombucha tea
for dinner. I said I’d do that on the way
home from racquetball.
“Don’t forget that Joe and Susan are
coming over tonight,” she said, “So be
sure to get home early so you can change.”
“Do I need to wear a tie?” I asked.
“Oh, honey,” she said, “You threw those
out when you switched to untucked shirts,
remember?”
“Right,” I answered.
I Venmo-ed my keto hazelnut latte and
looked down at my Fitbit. Another 95
steps to go to the charging station where
I had plugged in the Fiat 500. I unlocked
it with my phone from 20 feet away and
got in for the drive to work. I still couldn’t
believe it only had 1200 miles on it.
When I got to my morning World
Literature class, the students were already
complaining about those three haiku poems
I had assigned over the weekend. “Don’t
you know that Spring Sing is coming up?”
they moaned.
I apologized and promised to dial back
the workload. “You know,” I said with a
smirk, “Back when I was new here, I used
to make people read Madame Bovary.”
A few students turned pale. One asked
to be excused to go lie down.
“Oh, we’ll be finished in about 15
minutes,” I said, “After we’re done with
the quiz.”
The students laughed nervously. I waited
about 10 seconds, and I grinned. Then
we all laughed together and continued
with class.
Later that day I had lunch with some
of the guys in my department. One of my
colleagues wanted to show the rest of us
something he found on YouTube. It was a
video about putting up aluminum siding.
Several of us took notes.

Michael Claxton
Marriage Counselor

“Have you seen the video of the monkey
falling over?” he asked. “No thanks,” we said.
Afraid that our Chair would forget
about the Curriculum Committee meeting
the next morning, I went into his office
to remind him. He said we had to discuss
assessment outcomes, and I got a little
giddy. “I’ll be there early,” I said.
At the end of the day, I went home to
my tiny house, and my wife was watching
TV in the living room, her feet propped
up on the front porch.
“They were out of arugula, but I got
some kale and spinach,” I said. “I don’t
really blame other people for buying up all
the arugula,” I added, “It’s just so fabulous.”
“Well,” my wife said, “We could have
gone to Cracker Barrel.” We looked at
each other for a moment and then burst
out laughing.
Then I told her that they didn’t give
me a receipt at the grocery store.
Her eyes widened. “Thank goodness!”
she answered. “Where would we put it?”
“I know,” I said. “Did I tell you that my
dad used to save receipts? He did it for
years. And birthday cards, too. And articles
he clipped out of the paper.”
My wife looked away and quickly
changed the subject. But she didn’t have
to. I would never dream of having a file
cabinet, and she knows that. But the
thought still terrifies us both.
She resumed flipping the channels
and paused for a moment on “Seinfeld.”
“Do you know what episode this is, dear?”
she asked.

I didn’t. A bunch of nonsense, that show.
“I’d better start dinner,” she said. “I’ll
slice the tofu, if you’ll open the shower
door so Susan will have a place to sit.” As
I put a cushion on top of the toilet for Joe,
I wondered what I would write for my last
column in the campus newspaper. I’d have
to work on it when the guests went home.
“Can you believe it will be over after
all these years?” I said to my wife.
“You’ve had a good run, dear,” she
replied. “But it’s time. They’ve had enough
of your schtick.”
“I had a dozen or so really good ones,”
I thought.
“A half dozen,” she thought.
I wondered if my readers would worry
that I had switched from a first-person
to an omniscient narrative voice. “Nah,”
I thought, “None of that matters.”
During dinner, I told Joe and Susan
I would be hanging up my post on the
campus paper. “Now that I’ve turned 35,”
I said, “I want to explore other things.”
“Don’t be modest, dear,” my wife said,
and she told our guests I had been chosen
as the head song leader for chapel.
Susan smiled. “So, they ’ve finally
recognized your gifts,” she said.
Later that night, I was reading “The Fault
in Our Stars” on my Kindle in bed. “I’m
glad you took all your books to Goodwill,”
my wife said. “Those Dickens novels really
cluttered up the house.”
“He was such a hack,” I said. As I
yawned and stretched, my arm hit the
bathroom sink, and I thought myself the
luckiest man in the world.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a marriage
counselor for The Bull. He can be
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu.

At The Bull, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with satire, farce and lightheartedness. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between our staff and the
public it serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also
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Gamepigeon basketball

“Players Only” is a special column written
by Harding athletes. In this week’s issue,
Gamepigeon Basketball player and cross-country
dropout Tiane Davis discusses the obstacles she
faces when competing in iMessage Basketball.

“Hard work beats talent when talent fails
to work hard.” Kevin Durant said it best, and
I’d be lying if I said his quote doesn’t bounce
around in my head 24/7. Although I was
not blessed with much talent in shooting
basketball hoops, I bring my “A” game every
time I metaphorically walk on the court.
Of course, every sport, not excluding
iMessage basketball, comes with its challenges.
I would even venture to say that people like
me have it just as rough as any other athlete.
What’s more, I work alone. I don’t have a
team to lean on when I am feeling discouraged,
and I do not have a coach to point me in
the right direction when I am struggling
with technique. It is just me, my phone and
whoever is willing to accept my challenges.
On occasion, I challenge myself with a
moving basketball hoop — you know, the
one that moves back and forth on your
phone screen. I know you might wonder
why I would torture myself like that, but it
makes me better. Whenever I return to the
stationary hoop, I return a champion.
Depending on if I accidentally sleep in
or not, I wake up every day at the crack of
Dawn (again, as long as I don’t sleep in) to
practice shooting hoops. I don’t even know
who Dawn is. That’s how dedicated I am.
One day, I was able to make 94 shots in 90
seconds. Of course, I take a break after 45
seconds and wait for my opponent to take
their turn. Waiting is definitely a challenge.
Even worse, I am constantly struggling to
keep my phone charged. Sometimes I wake
up and my phone is already dead. Working
hard comes with so many obstacles.
Another complication that comes with
iMessage games is that my sport is always
in season. I do not have the privilege of
having an off-season to focus on technique
or strength-building.
Occasionally, an amateur will try to
challenge me to word games or Cup Pong,
but I have to prioritize. I don’t have time
to waste. My loyalty lies with basketball.
Something that continues to haunt me to
this day is the phrase “Let’s Play 8 Ball!” No
one seems to understand that I am unable
to divide my time with such ease.
My goal is to make over 100 shots in one
game, but the road ahead of me is rough and
narrow. With my highest score being 94, I
am already expected to make one shot per
second. That’s a lot of swiping, but I have
high hopes. I work hard.
I have to leave any iMessage basketball
hopefuls with this piece of advice: keep
practicing. No matter how many times you
accidentally close the app by swiping the
screen the wrong way, it will get better. If
you are ever feeling brave, send me an email,
and we can schedule a game.

SPORTS 1B

Brady considering joining
March Madness
TIANE DAVIS
cross-country dropout

Four teams will play in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
semifinals tomorrow at Caesar’s Superdome
in New Orleans. The two winning teams will
compete in the championship game April 4.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback
Tom Brady announced today that he will
leave professional football and start playing
collegiate basketball, beginning his career near
the end of the NCAA championship game.
“Personally, I feel like it is time for a
change,” Brady said. “I know I just retired
and then announced that I was returning
to football, but I think I’ve finally made up
my mind to try basketball. I apologize to
the Bucs and my family for changing my
mind again, but I think this is for the best.”
Brady said he will join the leading team
during the final minute of the championship
game in order to ensure he wins it.
“This way, I can get another championship
ring, guaranteed,” Brady said. “I already
have seven from winning the Superbowl or
whatever, but I have 10 fingers, not seven. I
have to keep working and representing my
team, whichever one I end up on.”
NCAA representative Mike Winters said
they are willing to bend the rules for Brady,
as long as he can commit four years to the
team that wins.
“We know his years of eligibility are
up, but we are willing to turn a blind eye,”
Winters said. “We try to emphasize fairness
and equality in the NCAA, but Brady is a
special case. This will be his chance to finally
prove himself to America.”
Brady said he is proud to be a part of the
winning team, whichever one it ends up being.
He said he is delighted to fulfill his dream.
“I am humbled to announce that I have
been offered a full-ride scholarship to the
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team that will win the March Madness
tournament,” Brady said. “This has been a
dream of mine since I started playing football,
and I am excited to be a part of this team
and learn from its amazing coaches. I want
to thank my previous coaches, teammates,
family, friends and children for supporting
me and coming to every one of my games.
Go, mascot for the team that wins.”
Villanova head coach Tyler Brown said
he has high hopes for Brady to join his team.
“We are confident that Brady will join our
team,” Brown said. “It might be close, and
we’ll have to do good in the semifinal, but
our team has excelled this season.”

Kansas head coach Fred Thieves also said
he expects Brady to join his team.
“We are a first-ranked team for a reason,”
Thieves said. “That reason is to guarantee a
spot for Brady on our team.”
Harding head football coach Paul Simmons
said that if Brady changes his mind now or
in the future, he hopes he gives his program
a consideration.
“Come join the brotherhood, Tom! The
Bisons are unlike any team you’ve ever been
a part of — we’re a family.”

BEN LANE
amateur kayaker

outside, two squirrels approached her right
and left side, demanding she give up her nuts.
“I was terrified for my life,” Marsup said.
“They made aggressive ‘kuk’ sounds, scrambled
up my leg and grabbed my nuts.”
Marsup did not sustain serious injuries
but had tiny claw and teeth marks running
along her legs and neck. The incident has left
students unsettled and on guard.
“We all used to put so much trust in the
squirrels,” senior Marshall Hall said. “But
now — now we can’t trust any of them.
Going to practice is a nightmare. One that
I can’t wake up from.”
The Nutty Puffs have been active since
Harding’s founding in 1924. Each administration
kept peace with them by providing a nut variety,
but marsupial experts suspect squirrels are
facing a “nut drought” because of declining
bee populations and unusually dry weather.
Nutty Puff leader, TuPaw, declined comment
for the story.
“We don’t know what they’re after,” David
said. “But we urge students to be cautious
when carrying nuts.”
This is a breaking story and will be updated.

Campus squirrels target Harding athletics
Harding Public Safety arrested three
squirrels after a string of violent robberies
swept all athletic complexes on the Harding
campus.
The squirrels have not yet been named, but
they are identified as high-ranking members
of the Nutty Puff crime syndicate, who
authorities suspect is the group responsible for
carrying out the violent robberies, according
to Brian David, head of Public Safety. Public
Safety sent a campus-wide email warning
students not to be outside of their dorm —
more specifically playing sports — past dark
for fear of retaliatory attacks by Nutty Puff.
“We have an immediate crisis,” David said.
“The Nutty Puff is an extremely squirrely
faction with ground and air assault capabilities.”
Freshman Sandy Marsup, victim of a
robbery allegedly carried out by the syndicate,
said she left her backpack outside the Ganus
Athletic Center (GAC) around 10 p.m. while
she went inside the building to buy peanuts
from the vending machine. When she came

Athletes interested in writing a
“Players Only” column may contact
cdavis27@harding.edu
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Alex Hall

Sasha Lewis
Volleyball
Iota Chi C Team

Evan Carter

Basketball
Omega Phi D Team

Carter Davis

Buff the Bison

Are you enrolled at
Harding?

yes

yes

yes

no

basically

What is your favorite pregame snack?

mini corndogs
dipped in
French’s yellow
mustard

usually dinner
before/after
games

X-tra Cheddar
Goldfish

Filet Mignon
from Fuji

grass,
sometimes hay

a water bottle
I fill up every
game

Yum Yum sauce

Mountain Berry
Powerade

TNT, F2, my
best scoring
average of the
season

the time I threw
up because I ate
too much before

my last

How do you stay hydrated
during games?
What was your most
memorable game?

Basketball
Knights B Team

whole milk is a
great option when just your typical
water bottle with
I run out of beef
stickers
broth

the game I
dropped 18
points

the game I
actually hit the
ball over the net

Basketball
Knights C Team

Mascot
every club
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A billboard sign advertises the new Cracker Barrel coming to Searcy, Arkansas, later this spring. Workers plan to begin construction on the project April 22.

Nation’s largest Cracker Barrel set to
come to Searcy this spring
SOPHIE ROSSITTO
keeps print media alive

Searcy officials held a press conference
today to announce their decision to bring
a new attraction to the town at the end
of the month.
One city official said workers would
begin construction on the nation’s largest
Cracker Barrel at an empty lot on East
Beebe-Capps Expressway on April 22.
“Residents have been asking for this
food option to come to Searcy for years, and
we could not be more thrilled about this
long-awaited development,” the official said.
The completed wooden barrel will stand
at 20 feet tall and will have the capacity to

hold up to one million crackers, featuring
a variety of different types such as saltine,
wheat and graham. The city official said the
new attraction will not only provide selfie
opportunities for tourists from across the
state, but it will also provide free crackers
to help end Searcy’s hunger crisis.
“This is our next step in helping to feed
the community, one cracker at a time,” the
official said.
Searcy resident Hannah Martin said
she has heard rumors about a Cracker
Barrel coming to Searcy for years, so she
was excited to learn that the project was
happening.
“My prayers have finally been answered,”
Martin said. “I will definitely be at the

Two Searcy businesses
swap locations
BEN LANE
amateur kayaker

CAROLINE BIRDWELL
my office hours are 2-4 p.m.
Kroger announced it will add a location
at former Dale’s Clothing and Accessories
off of West Race Avenue after Kroger
closed its door May 2021 following Dale’s
announcement that it will move to Kroger’s
former location off of East Race Avenue.
“We realize the community of Searcy was
disappointed when Kroger closed its Searcy
location,” Kroger spokesperson Amanda
Welty said. “So we’re happy to announce
Kroger is returning to overcharge our loyal
customer base once again.”
Kroger also announced a complete
renovation of its new location at the former
Dale’s, including plans to reflect and advance
its former location’s charm.
“Kroger off East Race in Searcy had its
own flavor you could almost taste through
the smell of our old location,” Welty said.
“We plan to implement those aspects into
our new building and bring our customers’

imagination into reality when they actually
see a rat scuttle across the floor.”
As for Dale’s Clothing, the brand is looking
forward to the large location, according to
manager Francis Felix.
“We have so much space to work with
now — it’s crazy,” Felix said. “Although, we
don’t know what we are going to do with all
of the freezers yet. It’ll be nice to be more
centrally located in the community, as well.”
Several Searcy residents are confused about
this switch. Titus Lance said he thought
Kroger was gone for good.
“I was as upset about it as the next guy,
but why is it moving into Dale’s of all places?”
Lance said. “Also now I have to drive an
extra five minutes to buy my favorite socks.
How is that fair?”
Other residents saw a different perspective
of Kroger moving to West Race Avenue.
“Before now, the only other grocery
store within 10 minutes of my house was a
Dollar General,” Searcy resident Bob Early
said. “Having a Kroger there means I can
actually eat a nutritious meal every day. No
more Twinkies for dinner.”

barrel on opening day to take pictures
with my friends.”
At the press conference, officials also
announced that the national chain restaurant,
Cracker Barrel, will open a business in
Searcy this fall. However, due to increased
urbanization and competition for space
in the area, the restaurant will occupy a
200-square-foot building connected to
the Ready 2 Go gas station on East Race
Avenue. The new space will include seating
for up to 10 people, and the restaurant will
offer a limited menu of pancakes, eggs,
bacon and crackers.
Officials said they have already begun
planning a celebration for opening day in
September, complete with a triangle peg

game competition and photo opportunities
with the restaurant’s mascot, Old Timer,
who will be traveling to Searcy from his
home in the Wild West to attend the event.
Assistant professor of communication
Lori Sloan oversaw a group of students
who campaigned last semester to bring a
Cracker Barrel restaurant to Searcy. Junior
Zach Bishop said the campaign was a
great learning experience for him and his
fellow students.
“With the current popularity of tiny
homes and similar trends, we really just
tried to encourage people to think small
and find a way to fit quality food into a
tiny space,” Bishop said.
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Youth ministry intern
Are you looking for a unique job that
none of your friends will have this summer?
Apply to be a youth ministry intern today! The
Harding Drive Church of Christ in Searcy is
looking to fill two positions for their 10-week
program. From May 29 to Aug. 6, you will:
• Work with our adorable, perfectly-behaved
kids in grades three through six.
• Attend all worship services and staff
meetings.
• Help put on skits at VBS: We are currently
looking for talented people to play Judas
Iscariot and Billy the Bible. No acting
background required!

• Help organize weekly devotionals: Teach
kids about important biblical topics, such
as the dangers of using social media
and holding hands with people of the
opposite gender.
• Lead a weekend retreat: Grow closer to
God and the kids through a camping trip
and evening trek along the Crumbling
Crag Hiking Trail.
For more information, please visit our
website at www.hardingdrivecoc.com.
Applications are due April 15.

In search of roommate for
Kendall Coed Hall:
Photo by JULIANNE BAKER

A single Sonic truck boy sits in the bustling Sonic Drive-in on March 29 to
wait for the arrival of his compatriots. The truck boys planned to initiate a
new member into their group Tuesday night.

• Must be in either Zeta Rho or TNT.
• Brown hair is preferred.
• Vibe should either be granola or high
school church camp.
• Hates La Croix (I’m not sharing mine).
• If you don’t like The Band Camino:
Immediately no.

• Should be an education or kinesiology
major.
• Loves Hillsong.
• Played volleyball in high school.

Sonic truck boys gain
new member
EVERETT KIRKMAN
new to Searcy

In a first, the current members of the
Race Street Sonic Drive-in Truck Boys
accepted a new member to their ranks.

In a miscommunication, the new member
arrived at Sonic on a night that the group
had planned to meet in the Goodwill
parking lot instead. Since the new truck
boy missed initiation night, his membership
was immediately revoked.
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Communication Department moves to
New York City

Photo by MADISON MEYER

Chair of the Department of Communication Laurie Diles waits outside the Donald W. Reynolds Center for her ride to the airport on March 29. Diles will
be conducting her classes via Zoom for those students who wish to remain in Searcy for the remainder of the semester.
EVERETT KIRKMAN
new to Searcy
In a collaboration between the Department
of Communication and International Programs,
the newest University campus will be located
near Central Park in the heart of New York
City’s Upper West Side and will permanently
house the University Communication
Department beginning this fall.
O ver the past 15 years, New York
City increasingly has become a staple for
Communication Department students.
Every winter break, students and faculty
have an opportunity to take a trip to New
York City to see the city and learn more
about the world of communication and the
jobs that may be available to students postgraduation. But, this school year, a smaller
group of communication students also got

to visit the city in September. After two trips
in one school year, students and faculty were
hungry for more.
Dr. Jack Shock, distinguished professor
of communication, created the trip nearly
15 years ago because of his own experience
going to New York City in high school. Shock
said his high school teachers took a group of
students to New York to experience the magic
of the city. The trip made a lasting impression
on Shock, and he was inspired to create a
similar experience for his communication
students at Harding.
About 10 years into hosting the weeklong experience, Shock said faculty started
to discuss possibilities of extending the trip
to a full semester, similar to study abroad
programs.
After years-long discussions and negotiations
with the faculty at large, the Board of Trustees

and President David Burks, the Department
of Communication was approved and
recommended to fully relocate at the most
recent board meeting.
“Who are we to cut the magic short?”
Shock said. “Why not live and learn in the
city for four full years?”
Shock said the new campus will officially
open by the start of the fall semester, although
a specific date is yet to be decided.
Dr. Laurie Diles, chair of the Department of
Communication, said she was looking forward
to the change and saw it as an improvement
to the already impressive curriculum. In fact,
Diles said she is so excited that she will
be moving to New York this weekend to
establish residency.
“I will, of course, be continuing to teach
communication classes until the end of the
semester,” Diles said. “Students who prefer

in-person learning are welcome to come to
New York with me to finish out the school
year. Students who choose to stay in Searcy
will attend classes via Zoom. Just like old
times.”
Dr. Jim Miller, assistant dean of the
Honors College and associate professor of
communication, said students will benefit
from living in such a fast-paced city.
“New York can feel daunting and a little
intimidating the first time you go,” Miller said.
“But, the sooner students get to experience
the city, and the sooner they dive into fully
living in the city, the sooner they’ll warm up
to the fast-paced lifestyle and become even
stronger in their profession.”
Miller will be splitting his time between
Searcy and Manhattan and said he plans to
commute via Harding plane.

Student Life evicts Galloway Gertie after complaints

CIANNA JAY
theater dept. plant

Galloway Gertie, haunter of Harding
halls since the 1930s, was evicted today.
Student Life met to make this decision after
receiving a series of complaints over Gertie’s
misbehavior.
Becky Bruno, Student Life assistant dean,
said students were afraid and uncomfortable
because of Gertie sharing residences with
them. Additionally, the janitorial staff was
tired of cleaning up the messes Gertie made.
Bruno also said money played a part in the
decision.
“The electric bills were just crazy with
all the lights she messed with or left on,”
Bruno said. “All of the light flashing adds
up after a while.”
Senior Kesley Porch, a Public Safety
worker, said Public Safety was relieved to
hear the news of Gertie’s eviction.
“It was so annoying having to go unlock
the rooms Gertie trapped people in,” Porch
said. “And you don’t know how many times
we got reports about students breaking into
buildings when it was just Gertie messing
with a piano or something.”
Gertie said the school’s decision didn’t
surprise her, saying she has been disrespected

by the Harding administration for decades. No
one takes her contributions to the Harding
community seriously, she said.
“Oooooooooo,” Gertie said. “Ooooo.
Ooooooooo.”
“I think maybe Gertie was looking out for
us, in her own way,” junior Mallory Bench
said. “I have a minor in ghost studies, so I
know this sort of thing.”
Gertie agreed with this student. She said
she turned on lights to guide students. The
hovering in hallways, gusts of wind and
strange noises in the walls were her way of
making students feel less alone, Gertie said.
“Ooooooo. Ooooooooooooooooooooooooo,”
Gertie said. “Oooooooo. Ooo.”
“I never felt safe in Pattie [Cobb],” junior
Stephanie Stale said. “Stuff was always falling
off the walls, the thermostat changing when
me and my roommate were gone. It was
wild, man.”
Gertie said she only ever knocked objects
from students’ walls to help them redecorate.
She also said she changed the thermostat
when students left so they’d be comfortable
when they returned.
“Oooo,” Gertie said. “Oooooooo. Ooo.
Ooo. Oooo.”
When asked about the less friendly acts
attributed to her — such as possessing students’
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Galloway Gertie outside her home, the Claud Rogers Lee Academic Services
Center, on March 30. Gertie will be moving to Lipscomb at the end of the
semester.
Echo Dots, knocking over trash cans and
setting off smoke detectors — Gertie said
this was her way of having fun. She said it
was “making the best of her situation.”
“Ooo,” Gertie said.
“I’m going to miss Gertie,” sophomore
Katie Lawson said. “Sometimes, when I’d
go to a dorm study room ‘til late at night,

Gertie would walk me back to my room. I
liked that. Well, maybe not at the time. It
was a little scary, you know, with the weird
noises and footsteps and chills on the back
of my neck, but I think I’ll miss it.”
Gertie said she’s off to Lipscomb, where
she hopes those Bisons will accept her. She
said her parting piece of advice to the student
body would be to avoid taking the elevators.

Social clubs clash during competing ring ceremonies
SOPHIE ROSSITTO
keeps print media alive

A group of Harding students walked
into the Burks American Heritage building
Tuesday night expecting a normal ring
ceremony celebrating the engagement of
two of their close friends.
However, the 20 students, who were
members of women’s social club Zeta Rho
and men’s social club TNT, arrived to find
the lights extinguished and another group
huddled in a circle on the floor. The group
was passing around a candle in the dark and
singing the official song of women’s social
club Pi Theta Phi (PTP).
Zeta Rho senior Mary Styles said she was
shocked to find that PTP was holding a ring
ceremony, also celebrating the engagement
of one of their members to a TNT member.
“I was honestly in a state of disbelief,”
Styles said.

Junior PTP member Eliza Nichols said she with hand claps and stomping, all while still
invited the second group to join the ceremony, passing around the two candles.
so the two groups formed a larger circle and
“I started getting flashbacks from Club
began passing around two candles at the same Week,” Nichols said.
time. However,
Senior TNT
the female club
member Jordan
members reached
Aster said he
a standstill when
got tired of
they could not
the fighting,
decide which club
pulled out his
song to sing. PTP
water bottle
and Zeta Rho
and sprayed
members began
water on each
singing their
candle from afar,
own club’s song
extinguishing all
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simultaneously,
the light in the
each group trying
room. In the
to sing louder than the other.
ensuing chaos, Aster dashed for the exit,
Nichols said the singing steadily grew into with students from the botched ceremonies
a roar, with chants of “go blue” from TNT in close pursuit.
members layered on top. Each group broke
“At this point, I was target number one,”
out into chants from Club Week, complete Aster said.

The students passed a group of people in
Cone Chapel listening to a lecture titled, “Be
Still My Soul: Finding Peace in a World of
Out-of-Control Youths.” One elderly visitor
said she immediately woke up and called
Public Safety when she heard the sound of
pounding footsteps.
The Public Safety team was stunned to
see a number of overturned tables, chairs
and potted plants when they arrived in the
Heritage lobby at 8:30 p.m. Several students
were still chasing each other through the
lobby while one person played “Love is a
Battlefield” on the grand piano.
Public Safety restored order to the situation
and recovered the two engagement rings on
the second floor of the Heritage. However,
students involved in the ceremonies may face
multiple charges including property damage,
disturbing the peace and inappropriate use
of a water bottle.
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Dear Abby

My
roommate
has drama
and I have
opinions

Dear Abby,
I am a freshman here on campus, and I
don’t know what to do with my roommate.
I love her a lot, but she’s involved in some
boy drama and I don’t know how to help her.
First, while I was gone for the weekend
visiting my family, she went on a date with
a guy — let’s call him “James.” She said the
date went really well. They hung out with
friends and then went to the movies. The
next morning, James texted her saying he had
a great time, but then chose to inform her
that he had been dating another girl for most
of the semester and hadn’t officially broken
things off with her by the night of the date.
My roommate was pretty upset, but after
a lot of cheesy and melodramatic interactions
between her and James, she ended up forgiving
him, and they are now sort of dating.
I don’t like James.
This past weekend, I went on a trip with
a group of friends and when I got back I
learned that my roommate had another
eventful weekend. A boy several years older
than us — let’s call him “Brice” — confessed
his feelings for her on the fountain in front
of the Admin.
The only issue is that she just figured
out what she was doing with James and
Brice has a serious girlfriend of over a year.
My roommate told him no way, but the
damage is done between him and his now
ex-girlfriend, and he has taken to following
my roommate around and hanging out with
our friend group.
I don’t like Brice.
So, my roommate is now dating James with
Brice following them from swing to swing,
but at the same time he has also climbed
a tree to avoid interacting with them as a
couple. I had to eat lunch with just the three
of them yesterday and I don’t think I can take
it anymore. How can I help this situation?
Sincerely,
Fourth Wheel on the Front Lawn
Dear Fourth Wheel,
Wow, I do not envy your situation. This is
complicated, and you want to move forward
delicately without damaging your relationship
with your roommate.
In regard to Brice, you don’t need to tiptoe
around the issue. From what you’ve written,
I understand his attention to your roommate
is unwelcomed, so you don’t risk ruining
anything with your roommate by speaking
your opinion about him and to him. It may
even be helpful to your roommate for you to
help her create distance from him.
The situation with James is slightly more
complicated. I suggest you be honest with
your roommate about your dislike of him and
their relationship. You don’t have to be best
friends with him or even spend time with
him, but you should keep the peace for the
sake of your roommate.
I wish you the best,
Abby
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A male and a female student move into Kendall Hall on March 29. Kendall became a coed dormitory after
renovations were completed, and the change has received mixed reactions.

Students react to Kendall Hall updates
CAROLINE BIRDWELL
my office hours are 2-4 pm.

The University’s latest construction project
was completed as of today — the renovation
of Kendall Hall — and the final product was
a shock to all: Kendall Hall is now a coed
dormitory.
“We gave it some thought, and we realized
that we, as a university, need to try to stay more
consistent with the times,” board member
Bryce Walters said. “What it comes down
to is this: Other Christian universities are
progressing along more than we are in some
areas … We were in the midst of reconstructing
the building, so we just decided to make it a
coed dorm. Simple as that.”
In the midst of the logistical planning for
Kendall Hall’s future and who would reside
there, COVID-19 spread across campus
during the 2020-21 school year. Students
who were infected with the coronavirus dealt
with the primary response to COVID-19: 10
days of isolation. Students who had no other
option were sent to stay in Kendall Hall for
the duration of their infection.

Affectionately, students called Kendall
Hall a coed dorm during this period because
both women and men had to reside there,
women on the first floor and men on the
third. What students didn’t expect was for
Kendall Coed Hall to make a reappearance.
“I couldn’t believe it when I heard the
news,” sophomore Austin Lewis said. “I
got COVID last year, so I experienced coed
Kendall firsthand. It was fun living near all
of my friends of all genders when we were
sick, but I never expected Harding to make
it a permanent thing.”
While students have mixed opinions
about the coed dorm, some are choosing to
focus on the benefits.
“It’s about time,” freshman Thalia Moore
said. “I’m really excited for this opportunity.
This isn’t the progressive decision anyone
expected Harding to make, but I’m glad they
did. I’m hoping to move in with a big group
of people next year.”
Others are concerned about the biblical
principles and Harding rules this new dorm
could challenge. Part of section four of the

Spend a week working with teens
at our new camp located just 30
minutes outside of Searcy, AR.
Some features to look forward to:
- Our outhouse toilets are scrubbed
daily.
- We recently improved our cell
service to negative two bars.
- We offer delicious food options
every day, including pizza with a
side of fruit of the Spirit.
- Our cabins are specially scented
with hints of Spruce McLartyTM
air freshener.
- Even the woodland creatures sing
in four-part harmony.

The Caf gets
a new, old
name

We also offer lots of hands-on
activities for curious campers:
- Woodworking with Heath
Carpenter.
- Pastry class with Andrew Baker.
- Free hairstyling tips provided by
Mac Sandlin.
- Yoga class with Ms. Norma from
Norma Yoga Studio.
- Singing led by Terry Davis.

EVERETT KIRKMAN
new to Searcy

Chartwells updated the Charles White
Dining Hall cafeteria with a new look and
name — the Graze Food Hall! (This is a
call-back to a previous name that the Caf
held before the rebrand to the “Range.”)
The Caf will now finally offer farm-to-table
recipes, local ingredients, takeout options,
and ordering kiosks for the grill and stir fry.
To clarify, the Charles White Dining Hall
has not been renamed. The cafeteria, which
is located in the Charles White Dining
Hall, has been rebranded back to “Range,”
after being branded as “Graze,” after being
previously branded as the “Range.”

student handbook for the 2021-22 school year
states: “Visiting in the residence of a single
member of the opposite sex, even though
others are present, without permission from
a student life dean, is prohibited. Staying
overnight in a residence, motel, hotel or
any such arrangement with a member of
the opposite sex, without permission from
a student life dean, will result in suspension,
although explicit sexual immorality may not
have been observed.”
Walters spoke to the handbook statement,
saying that students and their parents should
not worry about breaking any rules.
“The key phrase is: ‘without permission
f rom a student life dean,’” Walter said.
“Clearly, students have permission to visit
students of the opposite sex in this dorm.
However, students should sleep in their own
dorm rooms with the same gender. This will
be enforced.”
Sophomore Dennis Matthews shared
his thoughts.
“I’m not so sure about it,” Matthews said.

Please send all applications to
dburks@burkswoodsummercamp.
org by April 15.
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